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ai-INVARIANTS OF POWERS OF IDEALS
SHI-XIN TIAN AND YI-HUANG SHEN
Abstract. Inspired by the recent work of Lu and O’Rourke, we study the ai-invariants
of (symbolic) powers of some graded ideals. The first scenario is when I and J are two
graded ideals in two distinct polynomial rings R and S over a common field K. We study
the ai-invariants of the powers of the fiber product via the corresponding knowledge of I
and J . The second scenario is when I∆ is the Stanley-Reisner ideal of a k-dimensional
simplicial complex ∆ with k ě 2. We investigate the ai-invariants of the symbolic powers
of I∆.
1. Introduction
Let S “ Krx1, . . . , xss and R “ Kry1, . . . , yrs be two polynomial rings over a field K
and T “ S bK R. Let I Ď S and J Ď R be two graded ideals. The fiber product of I
and J is defined by F “ I ` J ` mn, where m and n are the graded maximal ideals of
S and R respectively. One may observe that pS bK Rq { pI ` J `mnq can be decomposed
as a direct sum of rings S
I
‘ R
J
. Furthermore, if I and J are edge ideals of two separate
graphs, then I ` J ` mn corresponds to the edge ideal of the join of the graphs. Fiber
products of ideals were studied by many authors; c.f. [16–19]. But little is known about
the ai-invariants of T {pI ` J `mnqk yet.
Recall that when M is a finitely generated S-module and 0 ď i ď dimpMq, the ai-
invariant of M is given by
aipMq :“ maxtt : H impMqt ‰ 0u,
where H impMq is the i-th local cohomology module of M with support in m. Notice that
adimpMqpMq is exactly the a-invariant introduced by Goto and Watanabe in [5]. It plays an
important role in local duality, since ´apMq is the initial degree of the canonical module of
M ; see, for instance, [2,5]. The ai-invariant also has a close relation with the Castelnuovo-
Mumford regularity :
reg pMq :“ max tai pMq ` i : 0 ď i ď dimpMqu .
In fact, the ai-invariant takes an important part in the studying its asymptotic behaviour.
For example, Herzog, Hoa and Trung [7] proved that if J is a homogeneous of R, then
regpR{Jnq is a linear function of the form cn ` e for n " 0 via investigating aipR{Jnq.
Meanwhile, in [9], Hoa and Trung showed that aipR{Jnq is also asymptotically a linear
function of n.
Let s be a positive integer. By convention, rss is short for the set t1, 2, . . . , su. Let
G be a simple graph on rss considered as a 1-dimensional simplicial complex and G1 be
obtained from G by adding an isolated vertex ts ` 1u. If IG Ď S and IG1 Ď Srys are their
Stanley-Reisner ideals, then IG1 “ pIG,mxs`1q. Based on this observation, in addition to
other beautiful results, Lu [12] showed the following important result.
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Theorem 1.1 ([12, Theorem 2.8]). Let S “ Krx1, . . . , xss be a polynomial ring over a field
K. Suppose that m “ px1, . . . , xsq is the graded maximal ideal of S and y is a new variable
over S. Suppose I Ď S is a monomial ideal and J “ pI,myq Ď Srys.
(a) If i ě 2, then aipSrys{Jkq “ max
 
aipS{Ik´tq ` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1
(
.
(b) If
?
I ‰ m, then a1pSrys{Jkq “ max
 
2k ´ 2, a1pS{Ik´tq ` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1
(
.
Notice that the ideal pI,myq above can also be considered as a fiber product of I Ď S
and 0 Ď Krys. It is then very natural to ask: what can be said towards aipT {pI`J`mnqkq
in a more general framework? We will answer this in Theorem 2.9.
Next, we turn our attention to the Stanley-Reisner ideal of simplicial complexes. Suppose
that ∆ is a simplicial complex on rss and I∆ is the Stanley-Reisner ideal of ∆ in S “
Krx1, . . . , xss. We will deal with the its powers In∆ and its symbolic powers Ipnq∆ . The
symbolic powers of ideals have a nice geometric description, due to Zariski and Nagata
[4, Theorem 3.14]. The research of related topics has continuously attracted the attention
of many researchers; see for instance the recent survey [3] and the references therein.
Previous related work mainly focuses on symbolic powers of 2-dimensional squarefree
ideals. In [10, 14], the ai-invariants of symbolic powers of Stanley-Reisner ideals was de-
scribed explicitly in this case. And in [12], the author proved that for any 1-dimensional
complex ∆ without isolated vertex, one has a2pS{Ipnq∆ q “ a2pS{In∆q. From these phenom-
ena, it is natural to ask whether ak`1pS{Ipnq∆ q “ ak`1pS{In∆q always holds and under what
conditions will ak`1pS{Ipnq∆ q be maximal when dimp∆q “ k ě 2. We will give definite
answers to these two questions in Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.11.
2. ai-invariants of powers of fiber product ideal
In this section, we will always assume the following settings.
Setting 2.1. Let S “ Krx1, . . . , xss and R “ Kry1, . . . , yrs be two polynomial rings over a
common field K and m and n be the corresponding graded maximal ideals respectively.
Let I Ď m and J Ď n be two graded ideals and F “ I ` J `mn the fiber product of I and
J in T “ S bK R. Fix a positive integer k.
The aim of this section is to describe the ai-invariants of T {F k via the corresponding
information of I and J .
Let us start by recalling some pertinent facts of local cohomology and Cˇech complex.
Definition 2.2. Let M be an S-module M and a be an S-ideal.
(a) Set
Γa pMq :“ tx PM : atx “ 0 for some t P Nu.
LetH ia p´q be the i-th right derived functor of Γa p´q, namelyH ia pMq :“ Hj pΓa pI‚qq,
in which I‚ is an injective resolution of M . The module H ia pMq will be called the
i-th local cohomology of M with support in a.
(b) The module M is called a-torsion if Γa pMq “M , namely, if each element of M is
annihilated by some power of a.
Next, we collect some well-known facts from [11, Propositions 7.3 and 7.15] and [1, 1.2.2
(iv), 2.1.7 Corollary and Exercise 2.1.9] regarding local cohomology modules.
Lemma 2.3. Let M be an S-module and a be an S-ideal.
(a) Let tMγu be a family of S-modules. Then Hja p‘γMγq – ‘γHja pMγq for all j ě 0.
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(b) If S Ñ R is a ring homomorphism and N is an R-module, then HjapNq “ HjaRpNq.
(c) Any short exact sequence of S-modules 0ÑM Ñ N Ñ LÑ 0 induces a long exact
sequence of local cohomology modules
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Hja pMq Ñ Hja pNq Ñ Hja pLq Ñ Hj`1a pMq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
(d) Assume that M is b-torsion for some S-ideal b. Then, Hja`bpMq – HjapMq for all
j ě 0.
(e) If M is a-torsion, then Hja pMq “ 0 for all j ą 0.
Our argument afterwards also depends heavily on the computation of local cohomologies
in terms of Cˇech complexes.
Definition 2.4. For elements m1, . . . , mr in a commutative ring R, set mσ “
ś
iPσmi
for σ Ď rrs. The Cˇech complex Cˇ‚ pm1, . . . , mrq is the cochain complex (upper indices
increasing from the copy of R sitting in cohomological degree 0)
0Ñ RÑ
nà
i“1
R
“
m´1i
‰Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ à
|σ|“k
R
“
m´1σ
‰Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ R ”m´1rrsıÑ 0,
with the map
Bi|σ| : Rrm´1σ s Ñ Rrm´1σYtius
between the summands in Cˇ‚ pm1, . . . , mrq being signpi, σ Y tiuq times the canonical local-
ization homomorphism.
Cˇech complex facilitates the computation of local cohomologies.
Lemma 2.5 ([13, Theorem 13.75]). The local cohomology of M supported on the ideal
a “ pm1, . . . , mrq in R is the cohomology of the Cˇech complex tensored with M :
H iapMq “ H i
`
M b Cˇ‚ pm1, . . . , mrq
˘
.
The following results are also crucial for our argument in this section.
Lemma 2.6 ([17, Proposition 4.4]). Take the assumptions as in Setting 2.1. Suppose in
addition that I Ď m2 and J Ď n2. Furthermore, let H “ I `mn.
(a) There is an equality F k “ Hk `řki“1pmnqk´iJ i for each positive integer k.
(b) For each 1 ď t ď k, denote Gt “ Hk `
řt
i“1pmnqk´iJ i and G0 “ Hk. Then, one
has Gt´1 X pmnqk´tJ t “ mk´t`1nk´tJ t for each t.
Lemma 2.7 ([4, Theorem A4.3]). Let pS,mq be a local ring, and let M be a finitely
generated S-module. We have H impMq “ 0 for i ă depthpMq and for i ą dimpMq.
Before presenting the main result of this section, we collect some preliminary results.
Proposition 2.8. Take the assumptions as in Setting 2.1.
(a) For any integer 0 ď t ă k, a1
`
S{mtIk´t˘ “ a1 `S{Ik´t˘.
(b) If dimpRq ą 2 and dimpSq ą 2, then a1
`
T
mknk
˘ “ 2k ´ 2.
(c) If dimpSq ą 2, then a1 pS{Iq “ a2 pIq.
(d) Set mσδ :“
ś
iPσ xi ¨
ś
jPδ yj for σ Ď rss and δ Ď rrs. Let F “ I ` J ` mn Ď T .
We use Bj to denote the differential map in TF k b Cˇ‚ px1, . . . , xs, y1, . . . , yrq at the
positions j and j` 1. Let B0j and B1j be the restriction of Bj on
À
|σ|“j
T
F k
rm´1σHs andÀ
|δ|“j
T
F k
rm´1Hδs respectively. Then Bj “ B1j ‘ B2j for each integer j ě 1.
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Proof. (a) When 0 ď t ď k ´ 1, the following short exact sequence
0Ñ I
k´t
Ik´tmt
Ñ S
Ik´tmt
Ñ S
Ik´t
Ñ 0
induces a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H1m
ˆ
Ik´t
Ik´tmt
˙
Ñ H1m
ˆ
S
Ik´tmt
˙
Ñ H1m
ˆ
S
Ik´t
˙
Ñ H2m
ˆ
Ik´t
Ik´tmt
˙
Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Since I
k´i
Ik´imi
is m-torsion for 1 ď i ď k, we have H1m
´
Ik´i
Ik´imi
¯
“ 0 “ H2m
´
Ik´i
Ik´imi
¯
by
Lemma 2.3(e). Consequently
H1m
ˆ
S
Ik´tmt
˙
– H1m
ˆ
S
Ik´t
˙
,
and hence a1
`
S{mtIk´t˘ “ a1 `S{Ik´t˘.
(b) We will prove this after Lemma 3.2.
(c) The short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ I ÝÑ S ÝÑ S{I ÝÑ 0
yields a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ H1m pSq ÝÑ H1m pS{Iq ÝÑ H2m pIq ÝÑ H2m pSq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Applying a graded version of Lemma 2.7, we get H1m pSq “ H2m pSq “ 0. As a result,
a1pS{Iq “ a2pIq.
(d) When j ě 1, we have
T
F k
b Cˇj px1, . . . , xs, y1, . . . , yrq “
à
|σYδ|“j
T
pI ` J `mnqk rm
´1
σδ s.
If both σ and δ are nonempty, then
T
pI ` J `mnqk rm
´1
σδ s “ 0. (1)
Therefore, the module
À
|σYδ|“j
T
pI`J`mnqk
rm´1σδ s is simply˜à
|σ|“j
T
F k
rm´1σHs
¸
‘
˜à
|δ|“j
T
F k
rm´1Hδs
¸
.
Since mT rm´1σHs “ T rm´1σHs and J ` n “ n, we have
F kT rm´1σHs “ pI ` J `mnqkT rm´1σHs “ pI ` nqkT rm´1σHs.
This means that
T
F k
“
m´1σH
‰ “ TpI ` nqk “m´1σH‰ . (2)
Likewise,
T
F k
“
m´1Hδ
‰ “ TpJ `mqk “m´1Hδ‰ .
So the Cˇech complex at the positions j and j ` 1 can be written as
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
˜à
|σ|“j
T
pI ` nqk rm
´1
σHs
¸
‘
˜à
|δ|“j
T
pJ `mqk rm
´1
Hδs
¸
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BjÝÑ
˜ à
|σ|“j`1
T
pI ` nqk rm
´1
σHs
¸
‘
˜ à
|δ|“j`1
T
pJ `mqk rm
´1
Hδs
¸
Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Furthermore, when j ą 1, Bj
´
T
pI`nqk
rm´1σHs
¯
is a subset of¨˚
˚˝ à
|σ|“j,
iPrsszσ
T
F k
“
m´1σHx
´1
i
‰‹˛‹‚‘
¨˚
˚˝ à
|δ|“j,
iPrrszδ
T
F k
“
m´1Hδy
´1
i
‰‹˛‹‚“ à
|σ|“j`1
T
pI ` nqk rm
´1
σHs.
by (1) and (2). Then
im B1j Ď
à
|σ|“j`1
T
pI ` nqk rm
´1
σHs.
Likewise,
im B2j Ď
à
|δ|“j`1
T
pJ `mqk rm
´1
Hδs.
Thus Bj “ B1j ‘ B2j for each integer j ě 1. 
Now, we are ready to present the first main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.9. Take the assumptions as in Setting 2.1.
(a) If j ě 2, then
aj
`
T {F k˘ “ max  aj `S{Ik´t˘` t, aj `R{Jk´t˘` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1 ( .
(b) Suppose in addition that dimpSq ą 2, dimpRq ą 2, I Ď m2, ?I ‰ m, J Ď n2 and?
J ‰ n. Then,
a1
`
T {F k˘ “ max  2k ´ 2, a1 `S{Ik´t˘` t, a1 `R{Jk´t˘` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1 ( .
Proof. Suppose that j ě 1. Then Lemma 2.5 says that
H
j
m`npT {F kq “ Hj
`pT {F kq b Cˇ‚ px1, . . . , xs, y1, . . . , yrq˘ .
Set mσδ “
ś
iPσ xi ¨
ś
iPδ yi P T for σ Ď rss and δ Ď rrs. We have
T
F k
b Cˇj px1, . . . , xs, y1, . . . , yrq “
à
|σYδ|“j
T
pI ` J `mnqk rm
´1
σδ s.
Notice that both S and R have multigraded structures respetively. Hence T will have
inherited multigrading, bigrading and standard grading. We will use this fact freely in the
following proof.
(a) When j ě 2, we have the following bigraded decomposition via Lemma 2.3(b),
Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.8(d):
H
j
m`n
ˆ
T
pI ` J `mnqk
˙
“ ker pBjq
im pBj´1q “
ker
`B1j ‘ B2j˘
im
`B1j´1 ‘ B2j´1˘
– ker
`B1j ˘
im
`B1j´1˘ ‘ ker
`B2j ˘
im
`B2j´1˘
– HjmT
ˆ
T
pI ` nqk
˙
‘HjnT
ˆ
T
pJ `mqk
˙
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“ Hjm
ˆ
T
pI ` nqk
˙
‘Hjn
ˆ
T
pJ `mqk
˙
.
This implies that
aj
`
T {pI ` J `mnqk˘ “ max  aj `T {pI ` nqk˘ , aj `T {pJ `mqk˘( .
As S-modules, we have the following bigraded isomorphism:
T
pI ` nqk –
à
βPNr ,|β|ăk
S
Ik´|β|
p0,´|β|q.
Then the canonical epimorphism T Ñ S induces an isomorphism
Hjm
ˆ
T
pI ` nqk
˙
– Hjm
˜ à
βPNr ,|β|ăk
S
Ik´|β|
p0,´|β|q
¸
– à
βPNr ,|β|ăk
Hjm
ˆ
S
Ik´|β|
˙
p0,´|β|q,
via Lemma 2.3 (a). Hence
aj
`
T {pI ` nqk˘ “ max  aj `S{Ik´t˘` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1( .
Likewise,
aj
`
T {pJ `mqk˘ “ max  aj `R{Jk´t˘` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1( .
Therefore, when j ě 2, we arrive at the conclusion that
aj
`
T {F k˘ “ max  aj `S{Ik´t˘` t, aj `R{Jk´t˘` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1(.
(b) Now we consider the case with j “ 1. The proof will be divided into three steps.
Claim 1: a1
`
T {F k˘ ě max  a1 `S{Ik´t˘` t, a1 `R{Jk´t˘` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1(.
Since B1 “ B11 ‘ B21 by Proposition 2.8(d), one has ker B1 “ ker B11 ‘ ker B21. Let
B1
0
be the composition of B0 with the projection map from
À
|σYδ|“1
T
pI`J`mnqk
rm´1σδ s
to its direct summand
À
|σ|“1
T
pI`J`mnqk
rm´1σHsq, and similarly define B20. It is clear
that impB0q Ď impB10q ‘ impB20q. Therefore,
kerpB1
1
q ‘ kerpB2
1
q
impB10q ‘ impB20q
– kerpB
1
1
q
impB10q
‘ kerpB
2
1
q
impB20q
is an epimorphic image of H1m`npT {F kq – kerpB1qimpB0q , which in turn implies that
a1pT {F kq ě max
"
l P Z :
ˆ
kerpB11q
impB1
0
q
˙
l
‰ 0 or
ˆ
kerpB21q
impB2
0
q
˙
l
‰ 0
*
.
Notice that
max
"
l P Z :
ˆ
kerpB11q
impB1
0
q
˙
l
‰ 0
*
“ max
"
l P Z : Hjm
ˆ
T
pI ` nqk
˙
l
‰ 0
*
“ max
#
l P Z : à
βPNr ,|β|ăk
H1m
ˆ
S
Ik´|β|
p0,´|β|q
˙
l
‰ 0
+
“ max  a1 `S{Ik´t˘` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1( .
Similarly, one has
max
"
l P Z :
ˆ
ker B2
1
im B20
˙
l
‰ 0
*
“ max  a1 `R{Jk´t˘` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1 ( .
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Thus, a1
`
T {F k˘ ě max  a1 `S{Ik´t˘` t, a1 `R{Jk´t˘` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1(, estab-
lishing the first claim.
Claim 2: a1
`
T {F k˘ ě 2k ´ 2.
It is sufficient to find a bigraded element u P kerpB1q such that its total degree
degpuq “ 2k ´ 2 and u R impB0q. For any v P T , let rvs, rvsxi and rvsyi be the
equivalence classes of v in T
F k
, T
F k
rx´1i s and TF k ry´1i s respectively.
Suppose that f P S and g P R with degpfq “ degpgq “ k ´ 1, then
rfgsxi ‰ r0sxi ðñ xlifg R pI ` nqk for l ě 0
by the equality (2). Since degpgq “ k ´ 1 and g P R, we have g R nk and g P np
for any 1 ď p ď k ´ 1. Meanwhile, it is clear that Ik Ď Ik´1 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď I2 Ď I.
Therefore, the above equivalent statements can be further simplified into saying
xlif R I for l ě 0, i.e., f R I : pxiq8. Consequently, if rfgsxi ‰ r0sxi for 1 ď i ď s,
then f R I : m8. Likewise, if rfgsyi ‰ 0 for 1 ď i ď r, then g R J : n8.
As
?
I ‰ m, we can find some homogeneous element f P S of degree k ´ 1 such
that f R I : m8. Similarly, we can find some homogeneous element g P R of degree
k ´ 1 such that g R J : n8. We will verify that u “ pÀsi“1rfgsxiq ‘ pÀri“1r0syiq
satisfies the expectation.
To see this, notice first that u P kerpB1q and u is bi-homogeneous of degree
pk´1, k´1q. Consequently, the total degree degpuq “ 2pk´1q. Thus, it remains to
show that u R impB0q. Suppose for contradiction that there exists an element h P T
such that B0prhsq “ p
Às
i“1rfgsxiq‘p
Àr
i“1r0syiq. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that h is homogeneous of bidegree pk´1, k´1q. Whence, rh´fgsxi “ r0sxi
and rhsyj “ r0syj for each 1 ď i ď s and 1 ď j ď r. Notice that
rh´ fgsxi “ r0sxi ðñ h´ fg P pI ` nqk : pxiq8
for 1 ď i ď s. Consequently, we have
h ´ fg P pI ` nqk : m8 Ď pI ` nkq : m8.
Since the partial degree degyph´fgq “ k´1, it is clear that h´fg R nk : m8 unless
h ´ fg “ 0. So by bigrading, h ´ fg P I : m8. Likewise, we will have h P J : n8.
As a result, fg “ h ´ ph ´ fgq P pI : m8q ` pJ : n8q. Then, again, by bigrading,
we will have f P I : m8 or g P J : n8, which is a contradiction. And this completes
our proof for the second claim.
So far, we have proved that
a1
`
T {F k˘ ě max  2k ´ 2, a1 `S{Ik´t˘` t, a1 `R{Jk´t˘` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1( . (3)
Claim 3: The converse direction of the inequality (3) also holds.
Let H “ I `mn and Gt “ Hk `
řt
i“1pmnqk´iJ i for 0 ď t ď k. Since
Gt´1 X pmnqk´tJ t “ mk´t`1nk´tJ t
for 1 ď t ď k by Lemma 2.6, the following short exact sequence arises
0Ñ pmnq
k´tJ t
mk´t`1nk´tJ t
Ñ T
Gt´1
Ñ T
Gt
Ñ 0,
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which induces a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H1m`n
ˆ
T
Gt´1
˙
Ñ H1m`n
ˆ
T
Gt
˙
Ñ H2m`n
ˆ pmnqk´tJ t
mk´t`1nk´tJ t
˙
Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
by Lemma 2.3(c). Since pmnq
k´tJt
mk´t`1nk´tJt
is an mT -torsion T -module, according to
Lemma 2.3 (b) and (d) we have
H2pm`nqT
ˆ pmnqk´tJ t
mk´t`1nk´tJ t
˙
– H2nT
ˆ pmnqk´tJ t
mk´t`1nk´tJ t
˙
“ H2n
ˆ pmnqk´tJ t
mk´t`1nk´tJ t
˙
– H2n
ˆ
mk´t
mk´t`1
b nk´tJ t
˙
– m
k´t
mk´t`1
bH2n
`
nk´tJ t
˘
.
Hence,
a1 pT {Gtq ď max
 
a1 pT {Gt´1q , a2
`pmnqk´tJ t{mk´t`1nk´tJ t˘ (
“ max  a1 pT {Gt´1q , a2 `nk´tJ t˘` k ´ t(
“ max  a1 pT {Gt´1q , a1 `R{J t˘` k ´ t(.
The last equivalent holds via Proposition 2.8 (a) and (c). Thus we can conclude
that
a1
`
T {pI ` J `mnqk˘ “ a1 pT {Gkq
ď max  a1 pT {G0q , a1 `R{J t˘` k ´ t : 1 ď t ď k(
“ max  a1 `T {Hk˘ , a1 `R{J t˘` k ´ t : 1 ď t ď k(.
Notice that H “ I ` mn can also be viewed as the fiber product of I Ď S and
p0q Ď R. With a similar argument, we can get
a1
`
T {Hk˘ ď max  a1 `T {mknk˘ , a1 `S{I t˘` k ´ t : 1 ď t ď k(
“ max  2k ´ 2, a1 `S{I t˘` k ´ t : 1 ď t ď k (
by Proposition 2.8 (b). These arguments altogether yield
a1
`
T {F k˘ ď max  2k ´ 2, a1 `S{Ik´t˘` t, a1 `R{Jk´t˘` t : 0 ď t ď k ´ 1( , (4)
which establishes the third claim. Now, combing the inequalities (3) with (4), we
complete the proof. 
Remark 2.10. In Theorem 2.9 (b), if T “ Srys and J “ 0, then the conditions dimpSq ą 2
and I Ď m2 can be removed. The proof is only slightly different and will be omitted here.
3. Top dimensional ai-invariants of S{Ipnq∆
Let ∆ be a k-dimensional simplicial complex over rss :“ t1, 2, . . . , su for some positive
integers k and s. Suppose that S “ Krx1, . . . , xss is a polynomial ring over a field K and
I∆ Ď S is the Stanley-Reisner ideal associated to ∆. The main task of this section is
to investigate the ak`1-invariant associated to its power I
n
∆
and its symbolic power I
pnq
∆
.
The case when k “ 1 has already been considered in [12]. There, it was shown that
a2pS{Ipnq∆ q “ a2pS{In∆q when ∆ has no isolated vertex. We will generalize this result here
by showing that ak`1pS{Ipnq∆ q “ ak`1pS{In∆q for any k-dimensional simplicial complex ∆.
After that, we will characterize when ak`1pS{Ipnq∆ q is maximal.
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Let us start with reviewing some basic notions. Recall that ∆ is a simplicial complex on
rss if ∆ is a collection of subsets of rss such that if F P ∆ and F 1 Ď F then F 1 P ∆. Each
element F P ∆ is called a face of ∆. The dimension of F is defined to be dimpF q :“ |F |´1
and the dimension of ∆ is defined to be dimp∆q :“ max t dimpF q : F P ∆ u. A facet is a
maximal face of ∆ with respect to inclusion. We will use Fp∆q to denote the set of facets
of ∆. Meanwhile, a non-face of ∆ is a subset F of rss with F R ∆. We will use N p∆q to
denote the set of minimal non-faces of ∆.
For any subset F of rss, we set
xF :“
ź
iPF
xi P S.
The Stanley-Reisner ideal of ∆ is defined by
I∆ :“ pxF : F P N p∆qq Ď S.
Let PF be the prime ideal of S generated by all variables xi with i R F . By [6, Lemma
1.5.4], the ideal I∆ has the following primary decomposition
I∆ “
č
FPFp∆q
PF . (5)
Recall that the n-th symbolic power of an ideal I Ď S is defined to be
Ipnq :“
č
pPAsspS{Iq
pn
for n ě 1. It follows from (5) that the n-th symbolic power of I∆ in our situation is
precisely
I
pnq
∆
“
č
FPFp∆q
P nF . (6)
In order to describe aipS{Ipnq∆ q, we need to examine the vanishing of H impS{Ipnq∆ qα for
α “ pα1, . . . , αsq P Zs. Due to a formula of Takayama [20], this problem can be reduced
to examining the simplicial homology of the degree complex. Set Gα :“ t i P rss : αi ă 0 u.
Recall that the degree complex ∆αpIq of a monomial ideal I is given by
∆αpIq :“ t F Ď rsszGα : xa R ISFYGα u .
Here, SFYGα “ Srx´1i : i P F YGαs and xα “ xα11 ¨ ¨ ¨xαss .
Related, for each monomial ideal I, let ∆pIq denote the simplicial complex
∆pIq :“
!
F Ď rss : xF R
?
I
)
.
It is clear that ∆pIq “ ∆p?Iq. And when I is squarefree, it is exactly the Stanley-Reisner
complex of I. We also have ∆pSq “ H since for any F P rss, xF P
?
S “ S.
Lemma 3.1 (Takayama). Let I be a monomial ideal in S and α a vector in Zs. Then
dimKH
i
m pS{Iqα “
#
dimK rHi´|Gα|´1 p∆αpIqq , if Gα P ∆pIq,
0, otherwise.
Here, rHi p∆αpIqq is the i-th reduced simplicial homology group of the complex ∆αpIq
over K.
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Lemma 3.2 ([19, Theorem 4.10] ). Take the assumptions as in Setting 2.1. Suppose in
addition that I Ď S and J Ď R are two monomial ideals. Then, for any α P Zs, β P Zr
and γ “ pα,βq P Zs`r, we have the following two cases:
(a) if p “ 1 while both ∆α
`
Is´|β|
˘
and ∆β
`
Is´|α|
˘
are nonempty, then
dimKH
p
m`n
`
T {pI ` J `mnqk˘
γ
“ dimKHpm
`
S{Ik´|β|˘
α
` dimKHpn
`
R{Jk´|α|˘
β
` 1;
(b) otherwise,
dimKH
p
m`n
`
T {pI ` J `mnqk˘
γ
“ dimKHpm
`
S{Ik´|β|˘
α
` dimKHpn
`
R{Jk´|α|˘
β
.
Here, |α| “ řsi“1 αi for α “ pα1, . . . , αsq and one can similarly define |β|.
As a quick application of the above two lemmas, we finish the proof of Proposition 2.8.
Proof of Proposition 2.8 (b). Notice that the ideal mknk Ď T is the fiber product of I “
p0q Ď S and J “ p0q Ď R. Now, take arbitrary α P Zs and β P Zr.
Firstly, we consider H1m
`
S{Ik´|β|˘
α
. If |β| ă k, then Ik´|β| “ 0. Hence H1m
`
S{Ik´|β|˘
α
“
H1m pSqα “ 0 by Lemma 2.7. When |β| ě k, we have Ik´|β| “ S. Then H1m
`
S{Ik´|β|˘
α
“
H1m p0qα “ 0. Thus for any α and β, H1m
`
S{Ik´|β|˘
α
“ 0. Likewise, H1n
`
R{Jk´|α|˘
β
“ 0.
So, according to Lemma 3.2, if H1m`n
`
T {pI ` J `mnqk˘
pα,βq
‰ 0, then both ∆α
`
Ik´|β|
˘
and ∆β
`
Ik´|α|
˘
are nonempty. In the following, we will suppose that this is the case.
Notice that if |β| ě k, then Ik´|β| “ S. Whence, for any F Ď rsszGα, we have xα P
SFYGα, which implies that F R ∆α pSq by definition. So ∆α
`
Ik´|β|
˘ “ H, contradicting
to our previous assumption. Thus |β| ď k ´ 1 and similarly |α| ď k ´ 1. Consequently,
a1
`
T
mknk
˘ ď 2k ´ 2.
On the other hand, let α “ pk ´ 1, 0, . . . , 0q P Zs and β “ pk ´ 1, 0, . . . , 0q P Zr. we
have rsszt1u P ∆α
`
Ik´|β|
˘
since xk´1
1
R p0qSrsszt1u. So ∆α
`
Ik´|β|
˘
is nonempty. Like-
wise, ∆β
`
Jk´|α|
˘
is nonempty. Thus, H1m`n
`
T {pmnqk˘
pα,βq
‰ 0 via Lemma 3.2, meaning
a1
`
T
mknk
˘ ě 2k ´ 2. So a1 ` Tmknk ˘ “ 2k ´ 2, completing the proof. 
The following lemma gives a precise description of ∆αpIpnq∆ q.
Lemma 3.3 ([10, Lemma 1.3]). Assume that Gα P ∆ for some α P Zr. Then
Fp∆αpIpnq∆ qq “
#
F P Fplink∆pGαqq :
ÿ
iRFYGα
ai ď n´ 1
+
.
The concept of monomial localization was introduced in [8] as a simplification of the
localization. Fix a subset F Ď rss. Let piF : S Ñ Krxi : i P rsszF s be the K-algebra
homomorphism sending xi to xi for i P rsszF and xi to 1 for i P F . The image of a
monomial ideal I of S under the map piF is called the monomial localization of I with
respect to F and will be denoted by IrF s. It is clear that if I and J are both monomial
ideals of S, then pIJqrF s “ IrF sJrF s and pI X JqrF s “ IrF s X JrF s.
The degree complex can be expressed using the monomial localization as follows.
Lemma 3.4 ([12, Lemmas 1.4, 1.5] and [14, Lemma 1.3]). Let I be a monomial ideal in
S “ Krx1, . . . , xss and α “ pα1, . . . , αsq be a vector in Zs. Define α` to be the non-negative
part of α, i.e., α` :“ pα11, . . . , α1sq where α1i “ maxp0, αiq for each i.
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(a) ∆αpIq is a subcomplex of ∆pIq. Moreover, if I has no embedded associated prime
and α P Ns, then Fp∆αpIqq Ď Fp∆pIqq.
(b) ∆αpIq “ tF Ď rsszGα : xα` R IrF YGαsSu.
(c) If Gα ‰ H, then ∆αpIq “ link∆α` pIqpGαq.
Lemma 3.5. Let ∆ be a k-dimensional complex on rss. If F P ∆ with dimpF q “ k, then
I∆rF s “ pxi : i P rsszF q.
Proof. As 1 R I∆rF s, it follows that I∆rF s Ď pxi : i P rsszF q. Conversely, for each
i P rsszF , F Y tiu R ∆ since dimp∆q “ k. So xF 1Ytiu P I∆ for some F 1 Ď F , implying
that xi P I∆rF s. Since this holds for any i P rsszF , we have the converse containment
I∆rF s Ě pxi : i P rsszF q. 
Proposition 3.6. Let ∆ be a k-dimensional complex on rss. For each α “ pα1, . . . , αsq P
N
s and each k-dimensional simplex F Ď rss, the following statements are equivalent:
(a) F P ∆αpIn∆q;
(b) F P ∆ and řiPrsszF αi ď n´ 1.
Proof. Suppose first that F P ∆αpIn∆q. Since Gα “ H, according to Lemma 3.4(a) we have
F P ∆αpIn∆q Ď ∆pIn∆q “ ∆pI∆q “ ∆. It follows from Lemma 3.4(b) and Lemma 3.5 that
xα R In∆rF sS “ pI∆rF sqn S “ pxi : i P rsszF qnS.
Hence
ř
iPrsszF αi ď n ´ 1 and this proves (a)ñ(b).
Conversely, suppose that F P ∆ and řiPrsszF αi ď n´ 1. Then by Lemma 3.5,
xα R pxi : i P rsszF qn “ pI∆rF sqn S “ In∆rF sS.
Thus F P ∆αpIn∆q via Lemma 3.4(b), which proves (b)ñ(a). 
Lemma 3.7. If ∆ is a complex on rss and I∆ is the Stanley-Reisner ideal in S “ Krx1, . . . , xss
over a field K, then ∆ “ ∆ pIn
∆
q “ ∆pIpnq
∆
q for all positive integer n.
Proof. It follows from (5) and (6) thatb
I
pnq
∆
“
d č
FPFp∆q
P nF “
č
FPFp∆q
a
P nF “
č
FPFp∆q
a
PF “
d č
FPFp∆q
PF “
a
I∆ “
a
In
∆
.
Therefore,
∆pIpnq
∆
q “ ∆
ˆb
I
pnq
∆
˙
“ ∆
´a
In
∆
¯
“ ∆ pIn∆q ,
and they agree with ∆p?I∆q “ ∆pI∆q “ ∆. 
Recall that the pure i-th skeleton of ∆ is the pure simplicial complex ∆piq whose facets
are the faces F of ∆ with dimpF q “ i.
Proposition 3.8. Let ∆ be a k-dimensional simplicial complex over rss. For any α P Zs
with Gα P ∆, we have ∆αpIn∆qpkq “ ∆αpIpnq∆ qpkq.
Proof. If Gα ‰ H, then dimp∆αpIpnq∆ qq ď dimplink∆pGαqq ă dimp∆q “ k by Lemma 3.3.
Similarly, if Gα ‰ H, then dimp∆αpIn∆qq ă dimp∆α`pIn∆qq ď dimp∆pIn∆qq “ dimp∆q “ k
by Lemma 3.4 (a) and (c). Therefore, ∆αpIn∆qpkq “ tHu “ ∆αpIpnq∆ qpkq.
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When Gα “ H, then link∆pGαq “ ∆. Now, for each F P ∆ with dimpF q “ k, we have
F P ∆αpIpnq∆ q ðñ F is a facet of ∆ and
ÿ
iPrsszF
αi ď n´ 1ðñ F P ∆αpIn∆q.
The first equivalence comes from Lemma 3.3 and the second comes from Proposition 3.6.
So we can conclude safely with ∆αpIn∆qpkq “ ∆αpIpnq∆ qpkq. 
Now, we can state the second main result of this paper.
Theorem 3.9. Let ∆ be a k-dimensional complex on rss. If I∆ is the Stanley-Reisner ideal
in the polynomial ring S “ Krx1, . . . , xss over a field K, then ak`1pS{Ipnq∆ q “ ak`1 pS{In∆q
for all n ě 1.
Proof. We have already seen that ∆ “ ∆ pIn
∆
q “ ∆pIpnq
∆
q by Lemma 3.7. Now, take an
arbitrary α P Zs. If Gα R ∆, then
Hk`1m pS{Ipnq∆ qα “ Hk`1m pS{In∆qα “ 0
by Lemma 3.1. Thus, we may assume instead that Gα P ∆. In this case, we claim that
∆αpIn∆qpk´|Gα|q “ ∆αpIpnq∆ qpk´|Gα|q. (7)
Notice that
∆α`pIn∆qpkq “ ∆α`pIpnq∆ qpkq.
by Proposition 3.8. Therefore, (7) holds when |Gα| “ 0. In the following, we will assume
additionally that |Gα| ě 1. Now, ∆αpIpnq∆ qpk´|Gα|q is actually a simplicial complex over
rsszGα by Lemma 3.3. Meanwhile, ∆αpIpnq∆ qk´|Gα| is also a simplicial complex over rsszGα
by Lemma 3.4(c). Hence, to establish (7) in this situation, we will take an arbitrary
(k ´ |Gα|)-dimensional face A P ∆ such that AXGα “ H. Now,
A P ∆αpIpnq∆ q ðñ A P Fp∆αpIpnq∆ qq
ðñ A P Fplink∆pGαqq and
ÿ
iRAYGα
αi ď n´ 1 (8)
ðñ AYGα P ∆ and
ÿ
iRAYGα
αi ď n´ 1
ðñ AYGα P ∆α`pIn∆q (9)
ðñ A P ∆αpIn∆q. (10)
The equivalences in (8), (9) and (10) come from Lemma 3.3, Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 3.4(c)
respectively. And this establishes the equality in (7).
Notice that dimp∆αpIn∆qpk´|Gα|qq “ dimp∆αpIpnq∆ qpk´|Gα|qq “ k ´ |Gα|. Consequently, the
boundaries
Bk´|Gα|
`
∆αpIn∆qpk´|Gα|q
˘ “ Bk´|Gα| ´∆αpIpnq∆ qpk´|Gα|q¯ “ 0.
Thus, by (7), the simplicial homologies
Hk´|Gα| p∆αpIn∆q;Kq “
Zk´|Gα|
`
∆αpIn∆qpk´|Gα|q
˘
Bk´|Gα| p∆αpIn∆qpk´|Gα|qq
“ Zk´|Gα|
`
∆αpIn∆qpk´|Gα|q
˘
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“ Zk´|Gα|
´
∆αpIpnq∆ qpk´|Gα|q
¯
“
Zk´|Gα|
´
∆αpIpnq∆ qpk´|Gα|q
¯
Bk´|Gα|
´
∆αpIpnq∆ qpk´|Gα|q
¯
“ Hk´|Gα|
´
∆αpIpnq∆ q;K
¯
,
and consequently, rHk´|Gα| p∆αpIn∆q;Kq “ rHk´|Gα| ´∆αpIpnq∆ q;K¯ .
This equality together with Lemma 3.1 will yield
Hk`1m pS{Ipnq∆ qα ‰ 0ðñ Hk`1m pS{In∆qα ‰ 0,
which finishes the proof. 
In the rest of this paper, we will examine when ak`1pS{Ipnq∆ q is maximal. The following
lemma allows us to clarify some details.
Lemma 3.10. Let ∆ be a k-dimensional complex on rss and I∆ the Stanley-Reisner ideal
in the polynomial ring S “ Krx1, . . . , xss over a field K. Suppose that α “ pα1, . . . , αsq P Zs
such that rHk´|Gα|p∆αpIpnq∆ qq ‰ 0 and Gα P ∆. Then, αi ď n ´ 1 for each i P rss.
Proof. Suppose that this is not true. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
α1 ě n. Let A1, . . . , Al be the complete list of pk ´ |Gα|q-dimensional faces in ∆αpIpnq∆ q.
Then, according to Lemma 3.3, we have 1 P Ai for each 1 ď i ď l. Hence, ∆αpIpnq∆ qpk´|Gα|q
is a cone. Thanks to [15, Theorem 8.2], rHk´|Gα|p∆αpIpnq∆ qpk´|Gα|qq “ 0. Since ∆αpIpnq∆ q is
pk ´ |Gα|q-dimensional, this implies that rHk´|Gα|p∆αpIpnq∆ qq “ 0, a contradiction to our
assumption. 
Finally, we are ready to present the last main result of this paper.
Theorem 3.11. Let ∆ be a k-dimensional complex on rss and I∆ the Stanley-Reisner ideal
in the polynomial ring S “ Krx1, . . . , xss over a field K. Then
ak`1pS{Ipnq∆ q ď pk ` 2qpn´ 1q
for each positive integer n. Furthermore, the following statements are equivalent for n ě 2:
(a) ak`1pS{Ipnq∆ q “ pk ` 2qpn´ 1q;
(b) there exists a subset B “ tp1, . . . , pk`2u Ď rss such that Fp∆|Bq is a k-dimensional
sphere, namely
Fp∆|Bq “ t Bztpiu : 1 ď i ď k ` 2 u .
Proof. Take arbitrary α P Zs with Hk`1m pS{Ipnq∆ qα ‰ 0. According to Lemma 3.1, this
simply means that rHk´|Gα|p∆αpIpnq∆ qq ‰ 0 and Gα P ∆. Since
dimp∆αpIpnq∆ qq ď dimp∆q ´ |Gα| “ k ´ |Gα|
by Lemma 3.3, the nonvanishing of rHk´|Gα|p∆αpIpnq∆ qq implies particularly that dimp∆αpIpnq∆ qq “
k´ |Gα|. Therefore, we can take some F P ∆αpIpnq∆ q with dimpF q “ k´ |Gα|. Notice that
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F XGα “ H,
ř
iRFYGα
αi ď n´1 and
ř
iPF αi ď |F |pn´1q by Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.10
respectively. Henceforth,
|α| “
ÿ
iPF
αi `
ÿ
iRFYGα
αi `
ÿ
iPGα
αi
ď |F |pn´ 1q ` pn ´ 1q ´ |Gα|
“ pk ´ |Gα| ` 2qpn´ 1q ´ |Gα|
ď pk ` 2qpn´ 1q,
establishing the expected upper bound. It remains to prove the equivalence of (a) and (b)
when n ě 2.
(a)ñ(b): Suppose that ak`1pS{Ipnq∆ q “ pk ` 2qpn´ 1q. Then, we can find some α P Zs
such that Hk`1m pS{Ipnq∆ qα ‰ 0 and |α| “ pk ` 2qpn´ 1q. From the above argument, we can
see that |Gα| “ 0, i.e., Gα “ H. Furthermore, there exists some F P ∆αpIpnq∆ q such that
dimpF q “ k. And since rHkp∆αpIpnq∆ qq ‰ 0, ∆αpIpnq∆ q ‰ xF y. Assume that F “ rk ` 1s
for convenience. Now,
ř
iPrk`1s αi “ pk ` 1qpn ´ 1q and
ř
iRrk`1s αi “ n ´ 1. Hence
α1 “ α2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ αk`1 “ n ´ 1 by Lemma 3.10. Our task is then reduced to describing αj
when k ` 1 ă j ď s.
We claim that there exists precisely one j with αj ą 0 and k ` 1 ă j ď s. If this is
not true, we may assume that αk`2, αk`3 ą 0. As ∆αpIpnq∆ q ‰ xF y, we may find some
facet G of ∆αpIpnq∆ q with G ‰ F . Since dimpGq ď dimpF q “ k, either |F zG| ě 2 or
|tk` 2, k` 3uzG| ě |F zG| “ 1. In both cases, we have řiRG αi ą n´ 1, which implies that
G R ∆αpIpnq∆ q by Lemma 3.3, a contradiction to the choice of G.
Therefore, we may assume that αk`2 “ n´1 and αh “ 0 for k`2 ă h ď s. An argument
as in the previous paragraph also shows that G Ď B :“ rk ` 2s and dimpGq “ k for any
G P Fp∆αpIpnq∆ qq. If the pure simplicial complex ∆αpIpnq∆ q|B is not a sphere, then it is
collapsible and consequently rHkp∆αpIpnq∆ qq “ 0, contradicting to our assumption. Hence
∆|B “ ∆αpIpnq∆ q|B is indeed a sphere.
(b)ñ(a): Without loss of generality, we may assume that B “ rk ` 2s and ∆|B is a
k-dimensional sphere. Take α “ pα1, . . . , αsq P Ns where αi “ n ´ 1 for 0 ď i ď k ` 2 and
αi “ 0 for k`2 ă i ď s. Then by Lemma 3.3, we have ∆|B “ ∆αpIpnq∆ q and rHkp∆αpIpnq∆ qq ‰
0. So Hk`1m pS{Ipnq∆ qα ‰ 0 via Lemma 3.1, which implies that αk`1pS{Ipnq∆ q ě pk`2qpn´1q.
Since ak`1pS{Ipnq∆ q ď pk ` 2qpn´ 1q in general, the proof is completed. 
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